


from a trellis with 2 T bars, one at 3' and another at 4'. Blackberries and blackberries can be staked as 
individuals or trained to a 4 wire trellis, see diagram: 
 
PRUNING: 

 
Summer bearing varieties 
These varieties carry one crop on the over-wintering canes during the summer months.  For best yields 
prune out the canes that carried fruit directly after harvest for the season has ended. Thin the remaining 
new growth to 6-8 strong,healthy canes per running row foot. A good method is to see if your hand will 
fit between the canes. 

 
Fall bearing/Everbearing/Primocane bearing 
These varieties will have two crops. The largest crop will be carried in the late summer and early fall 
on the tips of the canes that grew that summer. A second crop is then carried lower on those canes early 
the following summer. If you would like to have two crops then the pruning should follow in the same 
manner as for summer bearing varieties. 
 
Most ever bearers will produce the best crop if not allowed to fruit in the early summer. To treat these 
plants as true fall bearers, mow off all the canes after the canes have lost their leaves in the very late 
fall, or you can mow them in the early spring. Be sure to cut the canes as closely as possible to the 
soil's surface, leaving as little a stub as possible above the ground. The new, strong canes that regrow 
again that summer will bear a crop that same fall. You are giving up the summer crop but the fall crop 
should be earlier and heavier. 

 
Black and Purple Raspberries 
Prune plants to 4-6 canes per plant cluster.  Head back to maintain a manageable height of 5-6 feet. 
Heading the plants will encourage lateral buds to break and branch out. Heading back these lateral 
branches by 10-15  inches and pruning out winter damaged buds can help to increase berry size. 

 
Blackberries 
Canes that have fruited should be pruned out after the berry harvest is complete for the season. Thin the 
number of canes to 6-8 per running yard of row. 

 
 
 

Summer Raspberry Trellis 
Top wire 48'-52'tall 

 
Black Raspberry & Blackberry Trellis
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4-Wire Trellis
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